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This study tests the performance of 14 hedge fund index clones created using parsimonious out-
of-sample replication portfolios consisting solely of easily accessible assets. We employ a genetic
algorithm to integrate two traditional hedge fund replication methods, the factor-based and pay-
off distribution replication methods, and evaluate over 4500 commonly held stocks, bonds and
mutual funds as replicating portfolio components. In-sample performance indicates that hedge
funds have return series similar to portfolios of commonly held assets, and out-of-sample results
provide evidence that the in-sample relationships can hold with infrequent rebalancing. This
hedge fund replication attempt rates well relatively to prior efforts as 11 replicating portfolios
have out-of-sample correlation values of at least 60%. Overall, these results show promise for
using a genetic algorithm technique to replicate hedge fund returns.
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1. Introduction
An effective hedge fund replication method is relevant for
many parties, including investors, hedge fund managers and
regulators.§ Retail investors can gain access to hedge fund
such as returns to enhance and diversify their portfolios.
Regulators can get insight into the types of strategies that
hedge funds are using. This regulatory access-at-a-distance
would also please hedge fund managers, reducing require-
ments that they divulge proprietary strategies.¶ This paper
demonstrates the effectiveness of using a genetic algorithm
(GA) technique to replicate, or clone, hedge fund returns
with easily accessible stocks, bonds and mutual funds.‖
This hedge fund replication analysis springs from prior
replication research. Fung and Hsieh (2002) point out that
‘hedge fund managers typically transact in asset markets
similar to those used by traditional managers’, which they
logically follow with the question of how these hedge fund
managers ‘deliver return characteristics that are different’
from those of the underlying asset classes. Hasanhodzic and
Lo (2007) highlight that the ‘replicating factors proposed
are only a small subset of the many liquid instruments that
are available to the institutional investor. By expanding the
universe of factors … it should be possible to achieve addi-
tional improvements in performance …’
Past academic literature has also shown that cloning hedge
fund returns using risk factors is a worthy endeavour, but that
it is challenging without the use of derivative contracts (e.g.
futures and forwards).†† Therefore, replicating these funds
with explicit stocks, bonds and mutual funds provides a more
nuanced and practical element to the hedge fund replication
task. It is one thing to say hedge funds write put options on
the market; it is quite another to say an Equity Market Neu-
tral hedge fund took the equivalent of a large position in the
Bond Fund of America and a small short position in Central
Pacific Financial Corporation over the prior five years (i.e. R2
is 0.947) and further that this relationship holds relatively
well over the subsequent 12 months.
*Corresponding author. Email: jtresl2@unl.edu
§Hedge funds are investment products available to institutional
(e.g. pension funds and endowments) and accredited individual
investors (i.e. income over $200,000 and greater than $1 million
in net worth beyond a primary residence), according to the SEC.
Over 9500 hedge funds existed as of 2011, holding a record-level
$2 trillion-plus in total assets.
¶http://www.hedgefundresearch.com/pdf/pr_20120313.pdf.
‖Amenc et al. (2008) provide a good summary review of passive
hedge fund replication methods.
††Cloning, very simply, involves replicating a hedge fund’s return
performance without the explicit knowledge of the hedge fund’s
investment holdings.
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This study creates parsimonious out-of-sample replication
portfolios consisting solely of easily accessible assets to test
the performance as clones of hedge fund indexes and to
examine whether hedge fund returns are different from port-
folios of traditional assets. We take advantage of the GA
methodology to integrate two traditional hedge fund replica-
tion methods, the factor-based (e.g. Amenc et al. 2003) and
pay-off distribution replication (Amin and Kat 2003) meth-
ods, and evaluate over 4500 commonly held stocks, bonds
and mutual funds as replicating portfolio components.
Using these traditional methods in isolation can present
challenges in terms of replication. In insolation, factor-based
and moments-based methods suffer due to the variation of
hedge fund exposures to risk factors and due to the
time-period dependency of the hedge fund returns.† A GA
technique alleviates the problem by combining the informa-
tion from both methods. This technique enriches the toolbox
of hedge fund replication methods and our implementation of
a GA approach that simultaneously combines both methods
that can help overcome such challenges.‡
Figure 1. Comparison to previous work.
Note: This figure summarizes studies that previously replicated hedge funds (Panel A) and the in-sample and out-of-sample results using
the hybrid method in this paper (Panel B). In-Sample R2 Range is the range of the coefficient of determination during the in-sample peri-
ods. Out-of-Sample R2 Entire Period is the coefficient of determination for the overall out-of-sample period from January 1999 to
December 2010. Out-of-Sample R2 Post-2001 is the coefficient of determination for the 108-month out-of-sample period from January
2002 to December 2010.
†See Amenc et al. (2008) and Hasanhodzic and Lo (2007) for fur-
ther discussion about these challenges with the factors and
moments methods.
‡Other techniques currently becoming more popular are dynamic
modelling methods. We do not consider those in this study.
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There are many advantages to using genetic algorithms
to address vexing problems such as hedge fund replication,
particularly considering the aforementioned factor and
moments methods. First, genetic algorithms permit complete
objective function flexibility. Whereas multiple regression
(e.g. factor-based) approaches typically satisfy a single
objective function, which is to minimize the mean-squared
error between the estimated and actual return series, the
genetic algorithm process can simultaneously address other
objective function inputs. For instance, it permits one to
incorporate both factor-based and matching moments
criteria into a single objective function. Additionally, since
the genetic algorithm is not a hill-climbing algorithm, it is
capable of handling non-linear and discontinuous objective
functions. Besides their objective function flexibility,
genetic algorithms are computationally efficient. They uti-
lize a method called ‘implicit parallel processing’ (described
in the methodology section) to winnow the potential solu-
tion set rather quickly, which is advantageous for time-
sensitive practitioners, since it allows one to analyse a very
large search space very efficiently (see Bauer (1994) and
Holland (1975) for additional discussion and mathematical
proofs). Unfortunately, the lack of monthly time series data
points and resulting degrees of freedom make it impossible
Figure 2. Out-of-sample hedge fund index and replicating portfolio performance.Note: This figure shows the out-of-sample
monthly return performance of the five-asset replicating portfolio (RETCLONE) and the target hedge fund index (RETHF) from
January 1999 to December 2010. The five-asset replicating portfolio returns are generated using a genetic algorithm (GA). Panels
A through N provide respective performance data for the 14 different hedge fund indexes described in table 1.
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to run a single linear regression using all 4509 assets and
weighting a portfolio based on the assets that load. More
specifically, using hedge fund index return data from 1994
to 2010 yield 204 monthly returns. This finite series limits
the potential mimicking assets available before exhausting
the model’s degrees of freedom. And, a complete analysis
of all potential asset permutations could take many months
to complete, making any cloning strategy obsolete before
one could implement it.† GAs enable a rather thorough
analysis of the assets one could use to clone hedge funds,
Figure 2. (Continued).
†As a simple example, if one wanted to select 5 assets from a
population of 4509 assets, there exist over 15 quadrillion unique
combinations. If a computer processes one billion five-asset multi-
ple regressions per second [see equation (2)], then an exhaustive
analysis would take almost 6 months to complete.
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as they do not limit one to a parsimonious list of factors
nor do they limit one to choose between the typical meth-
ods of matching period-by-period performance (i.e. the fac-
tor method) or matching a distribution (i.e. the moments
method). Thus, due to the versatile objective function and
computational efficiency, a genetic algorithm makes it feasi-
ble to glean this deeper and practical understanding that is
much needed in the hedge fund industry.† The goal of this
study is not to claim that our objective function is optimal,
but instead to show the power and versatility of the genetic
algorithm to implement the desired cloning strategy with a
modestly sized portfolio.
We create myriad five-asset portfolios using a basic
genetic algorithm to test the performance of clones of, first,
an overall hedge fund index, and then 13 various hedge
fund indexes representing different strategies.‡ We consider
simultaneously matching month-by-month performance and
matching the return distribution with mimicking portfolios
in the in-sample periods and then analyse the out-of-sample
results. Sample data are from January 1994 to December
2010. The in- and out-of-sample periods occur on a rolling
basis. Each in-sample (out-of-sample) period lasts 60 (12)
months. For instance, using in-sample data from January
1994 to December 1998, the first out-of-sample results
occur from January 1999 to December 1999. We then roll
forward to the next out-of-sample period, from January
2000 to December 2000, using the in-sample period from
January 1995 to December 1999. The entire out-of-sample
period spans 12 calendar years from January 1999 to
December 2010.
Our results indicate that these hedge fund returns as a
whole are not different from portfolios of traditional asset
classes. The in-sample performance of the best genetic
algorithm solutions indicates that hedge funds exhibit
return series similar to portfolios of commonly held assets.
The out-of-sample results provide evidence of this tech-
nique’s applied value, since the in-sample relationships
can hold going forward. Across the 12-year out-of-sample
period, a statistical comparison of returns distributions
with the target hedge fund indices showed that the GA
factor-based method replicated 5 of 14 indices, the
moments method replicated 9 of 14 indices and the hybrid
method replicated 9 of 14 indices. When analysing the
out-of-sample correlations of the hybrid method alone, 9
out of 14 replicating portfolios have values above 60%
(table 4). Specifically, two replicating portfolios have out-
of-sample correlations above 80%, three have correlations
in the 70% range and four in the 60% range. These
Figure 2. (Continued).
†Some studies have implemented GAs, however, this study clearly
differs from them. This study tracks hedge funds, whereas studies
such as Rafaely and Bennell (2006) compare GAs to quadratic
programming to optimize tracking FTSE 100 index funds. Also,
while Gibson Brandon and Gyger (2011) employ a GA to solve
for a portfolio’s optimal hedge fund allocation in the presence of
liquidity risk and investor risk preferences, this paper uses the GA
tool for the more general case of mimicking hedge fund perfor-
mance independent of risk preferences and sources.
‡Convertible Arbitrage, Dedicated Short Bias, Emerging Markets,
Equity Market Neutral, Event Driven, Event Driven Distressed,
Event Driven Multi-Strategy, Event Driven Risk-Arbitrage, Fixed
Income Arbitrage, Global Macro, Long/Short Equity, Managed
Futures, and Multi-Strategy. The hedge fund indexes come from
Dow Jones Credit Suisse and are available at www.hedgeindex.
com.
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results further imply that hedge fund-like performance is
available to the masses of retail investors.
Aggregating all results from this study shows the GA
method is a valuable replication tool based on the general
trends that emerge. The GA method in this paper generates
high in- and out-of-sample R2 values (table 4), relative both
to past research (figure 1) and random portfolios, which we
create for robustness purposes. For example, many of the
in-sample R2 values rate favourably relative to the mean R2
values in the Hasanhodzic and Lo (2007) analysis and are
closer to the maximum values shown in their study, which
again are for individual hedge funds. These R2 values also
rate favourably compared with random portfolios, as the
GA-generated value is in the top quartile in all 168 out-of-
sample years represented by the 14 hedge funds in this
study.
This study contributes to the hedge fund replication lit-
erature in three main ways. First, the results show that
these hedge fund returns might not be different from port-
folios of traditional asset classes, which confirm previous
findings (e.g. Agarwal and Naik 2004). Second, it creates
effective out-of-sample replication or cloning portfolios
consisting solely of assets accessible by retail investors
(i.e. stocks, mutual funds and government bonds). Finally,
we present one possible objective function that synthesizes
two hedge fund replication methods to demonstrate the
powerful genetic algorithm methodology in hedge fund
cloning.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
the background literature. Section 3 discusses the data.
Section 4 explains the methodology. Sections 5 presents the
results, and Section 6 concludes.
2. Background
A consistent tension exists between regulators such as the
SEC, which seeks greater insight into hedge funds, and
the hedge fund managers who want to keep a close hold
on their trade secrets. The most recent trend is toward
greater disclosure. In June 2011, the SEC adopted
Dodd–Frank Act Amendments to the Investment Advisers
Table 1. Hedge fund indexes.
Type Measures aggregate performance of:
1 Hedge fund index Asset-weighted hedge fund index that uses the Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Database, which tracks
approximately 8000 funds having at least $50 million in assets under management (AUM), a 12-month
history and audited financials. All other indexes are subsets of this one.
2 Convertible arbitrage Convertible arbitrage funds. These funds seek profits from purchasing convertible securities and shorting the
corresponding stock when there is a pricing error in the conversion factor of the security.
3 Dedicated short bias Dedicated short bias funds. Typically take more short than long positions, earning returns from a net short
exposure to long and short equities.
4 Emerging markets Emerging markets funds. Typically invest in currencies, equities, debt and other instruments of countries
with emerging or developing markets, as measured by GDP per capita.
5 Equity market
neutral
Equity market neutral funds. Typically take both long and short stock positions to reduce market risk
exposure (i.e. a zero beta). Number of subsectors, such as statistical arbitrage, quantitative long/short,
fundamental long/short and index arbitrage. Often use leverage.
6 Event driven Event driven funds. See subsequent event driven categories.
7 Event driven
distressed
Event driven funds focused on distressed situations. Typically invest across the capital structure of
companies subject to financial or operational distress or bankruptcy proceedings. Strategy generally long
biased in nature, but it can vary.
8 Event driven multi-
strategy
Multi-strategy event driven funds. Typically invest in combination of event driven equities and credit. Many
sub-strategies for both equity and credit investing. Typically have flexibility to pursue event investing across
different asset classes and to take advantage of shifts in economic cycles.
9 Event driven risk
arbitrage
Risk arbitrage funds. Typically attempt to capture spreads in merger or acquisition transactions with public
companies after announcement of terms. Spread is the difference between transaction bid and trading price.
Target stock typically trades at discount to bid price to account for probability of deal failure.
10 Fixed income
arbitrage
Fixed income arbitrage funds. Typically attempt to generate profits by exploiting inefficiencies and price
anomalies between related fixed income securities. Funds seek to limit volatility by hedging exposure to
market and interest rate risk. Many strategies.
11 Global macro Global macro funds. Typically focus on extreme price valuations; often apply leverage to anticipated price
movements in equity, currency, interest rate and commodity markets. Much manager flexibility, with
approaches that are systematic models or discretionary.
12 Long/short equity Long/short equity funds. Typically invest in both long and short sides of equity markets, focusing on
diversifying/hedging across sectors, regions or market capitalizations. Much manager flexibility.
13 Managed futures Managed futures funds. Often referred to as commodity trading advisors (CTAs) and typically focus on
listed bond, equity, commodity futures and global currency markets. Typically systematic trading programs
relying on historical data and trends. Potentially use significant leverage with use of futures contracts.
14 Multi-strategy Multi-strategy funds. Typically characterized by ability to allocate capital based on perceived opportunities
among several hedge fund strategies. Added diversification may reduce risk profile and help smooth returns,
reduce volatility and decrease asset class and single strategy risks. Multiple strategies possible.
Notes: This table summarizes the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Indexes this paper seeks to replicate. Their return series and detailed descriptions
are available at www.hedgeindex.com.
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Act that in SEC Chairman Schapiro’s words, ‘give the
Commission, and the public, insight into hedge fund and
other private fund managers who previously conducted
their work under the radar and outside the vision of reg-
ulators’.† The result is the lead sentence in a March
2012 popular press article summarizing the current state
of affairs for hedge fund managers: ‘Hedge fund manag-
ers are increasingly nervous about getting a knock on the
door from securities regulators now that a new rule
requires them to register as investment advisers and pro-
vide lots of data about their inner workings as a result’.‡
Besides regulators, institutional investors such as pension
funds desire, and sometimes require under state sunshine
laws, greater transparency into hedge fund holdings and
strategies.§ Hedge fund managers use nondisclosure
agreements with such clients to protect their secret reci-
pes, since any information divulgence decreases their con-
trol over where the information ultimately flows. Yet
fund managers’ arguments that disclosure could reduce
their competitiveness could be baseless, according to
Aggarwal and Jorion (2012). This study finds no signifi-
cant performance difference between ‘transparent’ hedge
funds that selectively disclose their holdings and hedge
funds that do not disclose any information beyond the
minimum requirements. Presuming the regulator-fund
manager stand-off continues in spite of these results, an
effective hedge fund replication process could mitigate
the problem. It would allow investors to create synthetic
hedge fund returns using investments they can access; it
would provide regulators some insight into the types of
strategies (asset classes, long or short positions, etc.) that
hedge funds are using; and it could prevent hedge fund
managers from having to divulge their proprietary
strategies.
Some argue access to hedge funds, or at least their return
characteristics, should not be limited to accredited and insti-
tutional investors. Retail investors themselves have shown
demand for such products, according to Agarwal et al.
(2009), who document that such ‘hedged mutual funds’ out-
perform traditional mutual funds, yet underperform hedge
funds due to these hedge funds’ improved incentives (i.e.
performance-based fees) and regulatory advantages. While
perhaps not to the level of larger investors, these retail
investors also seek enough information about investment
products to make educated investment decisions. Besides
investors wanting access to hedge fund-like products,
Houman B. Shadab argues retail investor access would
make markets more complete and ‘help sophisticated retail
investors fend for themselves’.¶ Given the unlikelihood that
the SEC will ever permit retail investors to invest directly
in hedge funds, a replication tool would satisfy existing
demand and serve as a proxy for retail investors seeking
hedge fund access.
Hedge fund replication efforts have become more preva-
lent over the past decade. Understanding the evolution
means recognizing cloning efforts that typically involve
three main methods, namely the factor method, the
moments method (also called the payoff distribution
approach) and the reverse engineering method. Despite the
progress made and successes obtained using these three
methods, Amenc et al. (2008) review the efforts to date and
aptly summarize the state of hedge fund replication as ‘still
very much a work in progress’. This paper builds upon
their suggestion that introducing novel techniques with par-
simonious models can transform hedge fund replication
from an ‘attractive concept into a workable investment
solution’.
2.1. Factor method
The factor method creates a replicating portfolio with a
goal of matching the time series returns of a hedge fund
target based on underlying factors, such as macroeconomic
factors or characteristics-based factors. For instance,
Amenc et al. (2003) implement a six-factor model that
includes changes in T-bill yields, moving average of the
US market returns, changes in the volatility index, NYSE
volume, moving average of the world market returns and
oil prices. Using possibly the superset of all factors,
Goodworth and Jones (2007) narrow a list of a hundred
factors down to five to eight via various screening tech-
niques. Given their focus on five to eight factors, the GA
model here remains parsimonious in its use of five invest-
able assets.‖ Mechanically, implementing factors simply
involves regressing the in-sample target hedge fund return
series on the corresponding in-sample factor return series.
The coefficient estimates, or factor betas, represent the
weights one would invest in the respective factor series in
the out-of-sample period. Other related works focus on
hedged mutual funds (e.g. Agarwal et al. 2009; Chong and
Phillips 2012). The former paper finds hedged mutual
funds outperform (underperform) traditional mutual funds
(hedge fund indexes) and the latter uses a proprietary
methodology with 18 economic factors to generate portfo-
lios of ETFs that clone seven hedged mutual funds across
four different strategies. Without an explicit effort to clone
†http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2011/2011–133.htm.
‡http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/28/us-hedgefunds-registra
tion-idUSBRE82R1FH20120328.
§http://www.hflawreport.com/.
¶http://www.law.nyu.edu/ecm_dlv/groups/public/@nyu_law_web
site__journals__journal_of_legislation_and_public_policy/docu
ments/documents/ecm_pro_058131.pdf; p. 319.
‖Questions have arisen about the rationale for using five assets.
One reason for doing so is that the modest size of the portfolio
lends more credibility about the efficacy of the GA method. One
would expect a better cloning capability with a greater number of
assets. From a more applied perspective, the authors are familiar
with a very large retirement plan that includes only five funds as
its investment options. Many so-called life-cycle funds also use
such a parsimonious mix of funds. The authors leave it to future
efforts to explore the results’ sensitivity to larger portfolios (as
well as altered objective functions).
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hedge funds, they also show some data indicating a clon-
ing portfolio outperforms three hedge fund index strategies
that parallel this paper.
This factor method provides respectable ex-post results
with limited out-of-sample success. For instance, using
their six factors, Amenc et al. (2003) achieve in-sample
R2 values for hedge fund indexes that range from
approximately 15–54%. They measure out-of-sample per-
formance based on a hit ratio that measures whether the
factor model accurately predicts whether the hedge fund
index return will increase or decrease. All hit ratios are
above 50%. Agarwal and Naik (2004) investigate eight
multi-factor models using both option-based and buy-and-
hold strategies. Their risk factors are similar in concept
to other authors, including, for example, a small cap
stock factor (Russell 3000), the MSCI world excluding
the US, the MSCI emerging markets, the Fama and
French (1993) SMB and HML factors, the Carhart
(1997) momentum factor, the default spread, corporate
and government bond returns, commodities and currency.
They also include at- and out-of-the-money put and call
options on the S&P 500. Their in-sample results include
R2 values of 41 to 92%; out-of-sample return differences
were statistically insignificant between the replicating ser-
ies and the hedge fund indices. These authors discuss
two challenges that individual investors face in replicat-
ing hedge funds as the market frictions of difficulties
accessing derivatives markets—specifically, taking short
positions—and leveraging to the same extent as hedge
funds. While the method in this paper permits short
positions, it removes the leverage friction, bringing the
retail investor one step closer to an implementable strat-
egy.† Additionally, while Agarwal and Naik (2004)
acknowledges a short hedge fund history, which they
address assuming stable systematic risk factor loadings,
this paper spans extreme stock market events—the tech-
nology boom in the late 1990s as well as the most
recent recession.
Irrespective of the factor method’s success, it faces
implementation challenges, particularly for a retail investor
who has to find an asset or a set of them that performs like
SMB, HML or momentum. For instance, creating a momen-
tum factor (see Takahashi and Yamamoto 2008) could
prove burdensome to quantify—e.g. how many days, weeks
or months of positive or negative returns before one trades?
—or prohibitively expensive to implement based on trans-
actions costs. Thus, the performance of factor-based models
to date tends to be respectable, however, it happens for rela-
tively short out-of-sample periods and presents implementa-
tion challenges. The GA method, here, addresses these
issues.
2.2. Matching moments method
The second method, known as the matching moments
method, seeks to create replicating portfolios that match the
target hedge fund’s statistical moments (i.e. mainly the
higher order ones that indicate active management perfor-
mance, such as variance, skewness and kurtosis) over a par-
ticular time period. This method does not focus on
matching week-to-week or month-to-month hedge fund
return movements, but instead seeks to generate returns
drawn from a statistically equivalent distribution as the
hedge fund targets. Amin and Kat (2003)‡ trade mechani-
cally between cash and the S&P 500 using a complex
option-based strategy with a goal of matching return distri-
butions for the lowest cost. They create a fund replication
technique whose return distributions match those of 13 tar-
get hedge fund indexes with mean returns that are higher
than the funds in 12 of the 13 cases. With correlation val-
ues ranging between −0.078 and 0.684, this replication
technique does not focus on matching hedge fund perfor-
mance on a period-by-period basis. The Kat and Palaro tril-
ogy (2005, 2006a, 2006b) extends this earlier work by
developing a copula-based replicating portfolio that goes
beyond matching the hedge fund performance to also main-
taining the relationship between a hedge fund and an inves-
tor’s current portfolio. Using a replication portfolio
consisting of the S&P 500, the T-bond and Eurodollar
futures, they show, respectively, that their dynamic trading
method uses an ‘exotic option’ to replicate three major
funds-of-funds using daily rebalancing between 1987 and
2004; that their method accurately replicates statistical
return properties for hedge funds, emerging markets and
commodities between 1995 and 2006; and that not more
than about 18% of individual hedge funds outperform a
synthetic portfolio investors could have created themselves
using the three assets listed previously. Overall, the match-
ing moments—or pay-off distribution—method works well
considering its stated purpose, even though it begs the ques-
tion of one’s definition of ‘replication’. We address this
issue by valuing time series replication in the GA objective
function.
2.3. Reverse engineering method
The third—and most obvious—method is commonly called
the reverse engineering method. In this method, the intent
of the clone is literally to mimic the stated hedge fund strat-
egy. In general, these studies do not seek to replicate hedge
fund performance for the sake of replication, but instead to
evaluate funds’ performance relative to similar funds or
implementing such a strategy outside of the hedge fund
itself. For instance, Mitchell and Pulvino (2001) mimic
merger hedge fund arbitrage strategies by betting on merger
outcomes over time, showing similar returns to their portfo-
lio that arbitrages merger events and the hedge fund strat-
egy that does the same. Similarly, Duarte et al. (2007)†Although this paper considers mutual funds because they have
existed in quantity for a longer period than ETFs, it is possible to
short ETFs that are similar to a subject mutual fund. (Non-
endorsed) mutual fund to ETF conversion tools aid in this process
(e.g. http://etfdb.com/tool/mutual-fund-to-etf/).
‡These authors rely heavily on the Dybvig (1988) payoff distribu-
tion model.
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analyse fixed income arbitrage strategies both by creating
their own arbitrage strategies and comparing the perfor-
mance to actual fixed-income arbitrage hedge fund indexes.
The results are comparable for both, indicating their created
return series have effectively reverse engineered the hedge
fund strategies. Despite these examples, in practice, per-
fectly buying and selling to match hedge fund holdings is
highly challenging. Large hedge funds that are required to
disclose by the SEC only have to do so quarterly, are
allowed to report positions that are 60 days old, must pro-
vide data only on the types of assets they own versus the
specific holdings and report non-publicly to the govern-
ment’s Financial Stability Oversight Council.† Therefore,
reverse engineering is quite fund specific based on strategy,
whereas the GA method presented here is more general,
addressing all major fund category strategies.
3. Data
The Dow Jones Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Indexes capture
data on over 8000 hedge funds each having at least $50
million in assets under management. This study focuses on
replicating or cloning 14 of these hedge fund indexes that
represent a wide range of techniques and strategies. The 14
indexes include: Hedge Fund Index; Convertible Arbitrage;
Dedicated Short Bias; Emerging Markets; Equity Market
Neutral; Event Driven; Event Driven Distressed; Event Dri-
ven Multi-Strategy; Event Driven Risk Arbitrage; Fixed
Income Arbitrage; Global Macro; Long/Short Equity; Man-
aged Futures; and Multi-Strategy. Table 1 lists these fund
types and shares a brief description of their respective strat-
egies. Table 2 provides their correlation values.‡
To clone the listed hedge fund index series, we permit
the genetic algorithm to select from 4509 possible assets.
This list includes 2804 mutual funds, 1689 individual
stocks and nine bond series from CRSP. Note, many of the
mutual funds are strictly bond funds or include bonds as
balanced funds.§
These potential cloning assets have return series that exist
during the 1994–2010 sample period. The candidate assets
and their respective reference numbers are available upon
request.
4. Methodology: genetic algorithm
A genetic algorithm (GA) is an iterative optimization
method that generates solutions using a Darwinian ‘survival
of the fittest’ process, involving both natural selection and
mutation. The major steps in the GA include: (1) generating
an initial solution set; (2) evaluating each solution’s ‘fitness
level’ relative to the other solutions; (3) allowing the best
solutions to ‘breed’ among themselves; (4) introducing
mutations to replace any ‘non-breeding’ members; and (5)
beginning again with step (2). If allowed to progress ad
infinitum, this iterative process generally leads to a single
solution when the best fit solution eventually breeds out
any inferior solutions. Acknowledging, we provide only a
brief summary of GAs here, we refer the interested reader
to Bauer (1994) for a more exhaustive treatment and
Holland (1975) for the mathematical proofs behind the
methods.
There are many advantages to using GAs to address vex-
ing problems such as hedge fund replication, particularly
considering the aforementioned factor and moments meth-
ods. First, GAs permit complete objective function flexibil-
ity. Whereas, multiple regression (e.g. factor based)
approaches typically satisfy a single objective function,
which is to minimize the mean-squared error between the
estimated and actual return series, the GA process can
simultaneously address other objective function inputs. For
instance, it permits one to incorporate both factor-based and
matching moments criteria into a single objective function.
Additionally, since the GA is not a hill-climbing algorithm,
it is capable of handling non-linear and discontinuous
objective functions. Besides their objective function flexibil-
ity, GAs offer an advantage of computational efficiency.
They utilize a method called ‘implicit parallel processing’
(described later) to winnow the potential solution set rather
quickly. Unfortunately the lack of data and degrees of free-
dom make it impossible to run a single linear regression
using all 4509 assets and weighting a portfolio based on
the assets that load. More specifically, using hedge fund
index return data from 1994 to 2010 yields 204 monthly
returns. This finite series limits the potential mimicking
assets available before exhausting the model’s degrees of
freedom.¶ In summary, GAs, thus, facilitate a rather thor-
ough analysis of the assets one could use to clone hedge
funds, as it does not limit one to a parsimonious list of fac-
tors, nor does it limit one to choose between the typical
methods of matching period-by-period performance or
matching a distribution.
As with any optimization method, a genetic algorithm
begins with choosing an objective function. In this applica-
tion of replicating hedge funds, it is possible to focus
efforts on either the factor method of matching period-by-
period performance or the matching moments method,
which seeks a cloning portfolio with the same return distri-
bution as the target hedge fund. Equation (1) shows the
†http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/27/business/s-rule-lifts-lid-on-
hedge-funds.html?pagewanted=all.
‡See www.hedgeindex.com for additional details on the Dow
Jones Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Indexes.
§Additionally, we allow seven of the commonly referenced ‘fac-
tors’ from academic literature into the ‘gene pool’ that will form
our five-asset portfolios. These factors include SMB, HML, Car-
hart’s momentum factor UMD, excess market return, default pre-
mium, term premium and the VIX return. The VIX return series,
SMB, HML and UMD come from the CRSP database. The excess
market return, default premium and term premium come from the
St. Louis Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) database and
were constructed based upon Pontiff and Shall (1998). Inciden-
tally, these common risk factors rarely find their way into the best
fit cloning portfolios.
¶As a simple example, if one wanted to select five assets from a
population of 4509 assets, there exist over.15 quadrillion unique
combinations. If a computer processes one billion five-asset multi-
ple regressions per second [see equation (2)], then an exhaustive
analysis would take almost six months to complete.
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objective function—or fitness function in genetic algorithm
terms—in this paper.
This fitness function provides a single measure of the in-
sample performance for any clone portfolio relative to its
hedge fund target.† The fitness function has two main
terms, each with a weighting factor, ωi. The first term repre-
sents the factor distribution method, whereby the higher in-
sample coefficient of determination, or R2, value indicates a
greater fitness level. Ignoring the weight, this first term
clearly takes a value between zero and one. The second
term represents the distribution matching method, with
μi(σi) representing the mean (standard deviation of) monthly
returns, with i representing either the target hedge fund
(HF) or clone (clone). Thus, the ideal outcome in the sec-
ond term is to find a clone portfolio that matches the target
hedge fund in both mean space and in risk level, or vari-
ance space. The pre-multiplied integers—75 and 25—in this
second term are based on aggregate statistics for the clone
assets to ensure (a) the approximate scale of the mean and
variance components are equivalent and (b) the second term
has a maximum value of approximately one. Thus, mean
return and volatility matching have approximately equal
weight to each other.‡ Furthermore, these integers are cali-
brated such that one can define weights, ωi, in desired pro-
portions quickly and easily.
The factor-based replication method used in this paper
sets ωfactor equal to 1 and ωdistribution equal to 0.
The matching moments replication method used in this
paper sets ωfactor equal to 0 and ωdistribution equal to 1.
Table 3. Distribution matching results from Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
Replication method
Factors (R2) Hybrid Moments (Mean/variance)
Hedge fund index Same Same Same
Convertible arbitrage Different** Different** Different*
Dedicated short bias Same Same Same
Emerging markets Same Same Same
Equity market neutral Different** Different* Same
event driven Different*** Same Different*
Event driven distressed Different*** Same Same
Event driven multi-strategy Different*** Different*** Same
Event driven risk arbitrage Same Same Same
Fixed income arbitrage Different*** Different* Different***
Global macro Different*** Different** Same
Long/short equity Same Same Same
Managed futures Different** Same Different*
Multi-strategy Different*** Same Different*
Notes: This table summarizes the results from a two-tailed Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for whether the out-of-sample
distribution of monthly returns for cloning portfolios differs significantly from the distribution of monthly returns for
the target hedge fund (HF). Mimicking portfolios are formed using a genetic algorithm approach. ‘Different’ (‘Same’)
indicates rejection of (failure to reject) the null hypothesis that the distributions are identical. The factors method cre-
ates a mimicking portfolio that maximizes the in-sample R2 value. The moments method minimizes the in-sample dif-
ference between mean returns and the standard deviation. The hybrid method equally weights the factors and moments
methods. Hedge fund index returns come from the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Indexes website (www.hedgeindex.com).
***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1, 5 and 10% levels, respectively.
Fitness ¼ xfactor 1 R2
 þ xdistribution 75  lHF  lclonej j þ 25  rHF  rclonej jð Þ (1)
Factor Fitness ¼ 1 1 R2 þ 0 75  lHF  lclonej j þ 25  rHF  rclonej jð Þ (2)
†Note the function is signed such that minimization is the objec-
tive and that all fitness function values will be non-negative. One
is not constrained to use a minimization function.
‡Note these pre-multipliers are based on the data used in this
study for the reasons described. That is, they are based on a pre-
assessment of all available data, not the in-sample data from each
rolling period. They could (and likely will) change for alternate,
customized GA implementations.
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Finally, the hybrid method subsequently shown in this
paper sets both ωfactor and ωdistribution equal to 0.5, lending
equal weight to both the factor and distribution methods rel-
ative to each other.
Obviously, limitless fitness function possibilities exist,
which further the argument for the genetic algorithm meth-
od’s flexibility and adaptability.
The goal of this study is not to claim that the Hybrid
objective function is the best, but to show the power and
versatility of the genetic algorithm to implement the desired
cloning strategy.
Having defined the fitness (objective) function, the next
step is to identify the potential solution set and a mecha-
nism for deriving it. In the spirit of parsimony, we use a
five-asset portfolio composed of combinations of the 4509
assets, which includes stocks (1689), bonds (9), mutual
funds (2804) and factors (7) detailed in the Data section
above. Since there exist over 15 quadrillion, or
4509
5
 
=1.5497 x 1016, possible combinations of these
assets, evaluating each combination is not feasible at this
time with our computing power. Respecting the Grummitt
and Satchell (2011) conclusions that the Hasanhodzic and
Lo (2007) factor-based model’s effectiveness has extended
to July 2010, we use a similar regression-based model to
generate potential solutions. However, instead of limiting
ourselves to 5, 8 or 100 ‘factors’, we include a very large
set of over 4500 investable products.
To begin the iterative GA process, which Appendix A
summarizes, we create an initial solution set population of
1000 randomly selected five-asset ‘parent’ portfolios, or
candidate solutions. This set is defined as the initial popula-
tion. For the 60-month in-sample period, we calculate each
parent’s fitness function value. To be clear, we use equation
(5) to estimate the in-sample weights, αi, for each asset in
the portfolio. Retj,t represents the return in month t for asset
j, where j is either the hedge fund index (HF) or one of the
4509 investable securities that form the clone portfolio. The
R2 value (i.e. between zero and one) from equation (5) is
the first numerical component of the fitness function. Using
the estimated weights, bai , from this regression multiplied
by the actual asset return series allows us to generate an
in-sample clone portfolio. The moments (i.e. mean and
variance numerical values) in the second component of the
fitness function come from this cloned portfolio’s monthly
in-sample return series. Unlike Hasanhodzic and Lo (2007),
we do not permit leverage given the focus on retail
investors. And unlike Sharpe (1992), we do permit short
positions in the assets. Relaxing this constraint relies on the
Payne (2010) finding that using this same GA process can
lead to effective mutual fund replication using five stocks.
We presume that one can take a short position in either
these stocks, or perhaps a near-competitor. Incidentally, the
results show that many of the short positions in the portfo-
lios are offset with a long position in another asset in the
same portfolio.
RetHF;t ¼ a0 þ
X5
i¼1
ai;Reti;t; t ¼ 1; 60 months (5)
Appendix A, Panel A shows a hypothetical example of the
Initial Population, which consists of candidate solutions—or
parents—indexed 1 to 1000. The next five columns depict
the index numbers for the randomly generated candidate
solutions. The final column shows an associated Fitness
Score for each candidate solution, which comes from the
fitness function in (1).
Panel B shows hypothetical candidate solutions re-
ordered according to fitness levels; again, the objective
function in this case seeks to minimize the objective func-
tion, so the most fit candidate solutions have the smallest
fitness function values. The population is then divided into
two groups, called the ‘breeding’ population and ‘non-
breeding’ population. In this effort, we keep the ‘best fit’
10% of all members (i.e. 100 portfolios) as the breeding
population and consider the remaining 90% non-breeding.
The generation of new candidate solutions is known in the
GA literature as ‘breeding’. New candidate solutions come
only from the breeding population, and they replace the
non-breeding 90% in one of two ways. Replacements for
the non-breeding members are either better fit ‘children’ of
the breeding members or randomly generated ‘mutations’.
Panel C shows how the GA improves this population of
initial candidate solutions by creating new candidates, or
‘children’, as partial combinations of existing population
members. To create children, two randomly selected parents
from the breeding population exchange up to three assets in
their five-asset portfolios in a process called gene ‘cross-
over’. This crossover creates two new and possibly unique
children. If either or both of the children are more fit than
Matching Moments Fitness ¼ 0 1 R2 þ 1 75  lHF  lclonej j þ 25  rHF  rclonej jð Þ (3)
Hybrid Fitness ¼ 0:5 1 R2 þ 0:5 75  lHF  lclonej j þ 25  rHF  rclonej jð Þ (4)
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their parents (i.e. more optimized fitness function value),
then they replace a member of the non-breeding population.
However, if either or both of the children are less fit than
their parents, then a mutation is inserted into the non-breed-
ing population. This mutation is a new randomly generated
five-asset portfolio. Once either a child or mutation has
replaced all of the of the non-breeding population members,
the system has created a new generation. This new genera-
tion appears just like the initial population in Panel A,
except it has replaced 90% of the total population with
either children or mutations.
The best fit members of the overall population should
improve through time as measured by the fitness func-
tion, which in turn improves the average fitness level of
the breeding population. In this algorithm, we artificially
constrain the process to end after 10 generations, but
even with doing so, it turns out that the breeding sample
converges to an immutable solution (i.e. every member of
the breeding population consists of the same five assets
or genes) approximately one-half the time. While we do
not run a proof of concept demonstration in this paper,
Payne (2010) describes the process in further detail and
demonstrates the GA efficacy for an analogous problem
using a different fitness function tailored to its purpose.
To address concerns about the potential time-varying nat-
ure of the relationships between the investable securities
and the hedge fund indexes as well as any look-ahead bias,
this GA implements a rolling approach to generate the out-
of-sample results. More specifically, to allow for longer-
term stability between the cloning portfolio and hedge fund,
it uses a 60-month in-sample or evaluation period followed
by a 12-month out-of-sample period. It continues rolling
both periods forward by 12 months at a time, implying
annual changes in portfolio holdings. Since our data span
January 1994–December 2010, the first in-sample (out-of-
sample) period spans January 1994–December 1998
(January–December 1999); the second in-sample (out-of-
sample) period spans January 1995–December 1999
(January–December 2000). Continuing in this fashion leads
to 144 out-of-sample months of a clone portfolio. This out-
of-sample period exhibits a time of what Kat and Palaro
(2006a) call ‘bizarre behavior’ in the market and world. It
saw the boom in the late-1990s, followed by the bust in the
early 2000s, a recovery until the 2007 fall and most
recently another (hopeful) recovery. Relevant crises have
included Thailand, Russia, LTCM, 9/11, Iraq and Afghani-
stan wars, US recession and European debt, to highlight a
few. Recognizing that transactions costs affect retail inves-
tors, we are implementing a system that accords with a
retail investing rule of thumb to rebalance annually, thereby
controlling tax and transaction cost impacts. Thus, our out-
of-sample portfolio is rebalanced in January of every out-
of-sample year for a total of 12 times over the entire period.
This aspect of our solution has considerable appeal given
the Kat and Palaro (2006a) portfolios involve trading an
average of over 200 futures contracts across seven asset
categories every day.
As Bauer (1994) highlights, there certainly exists a major
caveat to GAs. Because of their iterative nature and the sen-
sitivity to the user-defined inputs (e.g. initial population,
breeding population, amount of gene crossover, mutation
frequency and method, etc.), there is a chance that a GA
will not find the single optimal solution. However, as he
demonstrates, it will generally find near-optimal solutions,
and in some cases, the optimal solution. It is possible the
GA will converge too quickly on a sub-optimal solution. As
he further articulates, however, in a practical sense achiev-
ing the time-consuming optimal solution can become less-
preferred than the quickly developed acceptable one.
Thankfully researchers such as De Jong (1975) have quite
effectively established appropriate input values and quanti-
fied the sensitivity to changes in them. Given the unique
problem in this paper, the GA methodology generally
adheres to convention and uses these recommended input
values.†
5. Results
In general, the results vary among the different hedge fund
indexes, but they are encouraging relative to prior-published
efforts. First, we discuss the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S)
test results. Then, we focus on a fund-by-fund analysis
using the three replication methods; Factors, Hybrid and
Moments.
5.1. Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test
If matching return distributions versus month-to-month per-
formance is the replication objective, then table 3 shows the
results for Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) tests of whether the
out-of-sample returns of the replicating portfolio and respec-
tive hedge fund index come from the same distribution.
This table shows K–S results for all three aforementioned
methods: Factors, Hybrid and Moments. Using only the
Factors method fitness function [i.e. equation (2)] in the
genetic algorithm enables one to replicate five out of the 14
hedge fund indexes. As expected, this number grows—to
nine—using the Moments fitness function. Using a Hybrid
of both methods (i.e. equations (4)) also leads to nine effec-
tive out-of-sample replication portfolios in terms of distribu-
tions. Interestingly, there are situations (Equity Neutral,
Event-Driven Multi-Strategy and Global Macro) where the
moments-only method provided statistically similar replicat-
ing portfolios, while the hybrid and factors methods gener-
ated statistically different portfolios. We posit this result
occurs due to the equal weighting of the two terms in the
objective function and is, therefore, an adjustment one
could make going forward. In addition, using a hybrid
approach allows one to clone the Event Driven, Managed
Futures and Multi-Strategy hedge fund indexes, none of
which the Factors or Moments methods could achieve when
used by themselves.
†Specifically, as described above, this implementation allows for a
10% breeding population within its 1000 member overall popula-
tion. Additionally, it allows for up to 60% (randomized) genetic
crossover (i.e. each five-gene ‘child’ pair can result from swapping
one, two or three of the genes it inherits from its two parents).
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The genetic algorithm did not effectively replicate the
Convertible Arbitrage or Fixed Income Arbitrage strategies
according to these K–S tests. While their cloning portfolio
outperformed the target hedge fund index during the
17-month out-of-sample period between July 2000 and
December 2001, Agarwal and Naik (2004) also indicate the
biggest difference between their clones and the hedge fund
index occurred with the Convertible Arbitrage index. Simi-
lar to their results, t-tests for differences in mean monthly
out-of-sample returns using this genetic algorithm methods
show no differences in 13 of 14 hedge fund indexes; only
the Event Driven Multi-Strategy shows a significant
difference in mean monthly returns relative to the cloning
portfolio.
In figure 1, Panel A shows some selected previous studies
that have replicated hedge fund returns. We divide these stud-
ies by the method and out-of-sample R2, which unfortunately
most of these studies do not report for comparison purposes.
Panel B shows an overview of the in-sample and out-of-sam-
ple results generated by the hybrid replication method
detailed in this study. The hybrid method performs favour-
ably compared with the documented out-of-sample R2.
5.2. Fund-by-fund analysis
5.2.1. Overview of replication statistics. This section
discusses the funds replication. Table 4, Panels A–L provide
the results for the genetic algorithm effort to clone the over-
all Hedge Fund Index and the Hedge Fund Index Strategies
for the 144 months spanning January 1999–December 2010
using the fitness function in equation (4), where the factors
are ωfactor = ωdistribution = 0.5.† Again, we call this the
hybrid fitness function, because it synthesizes both com-
monly used replication methods, the factor and moments
methods. The column labelled 1999 shows the genetic algo-
rithm-generated replicating portfolio mean monthly out-of-
sample return during this 12-month period. For robustness
purposes, we randomly generated 10,000 five-asset portfo-
lios to compete with the genetic algorithm-generated five-
asset solution. The one-to-four asterisks shown underneath
portfolio metrics in the tables indicate which quartile of ran-
dom portfolios contains the genetic algorithm-generated
out-of-sample solution. Four asterisks is always preferred,
in the sense it is the quartile with the highest returns, lowest
standard deviation and highest correlation or R2 values. For
instance, table 4 Panel A which is the replication of the
overall Hedge Fund Index shows the Rep-Tgt value of
−0.002 for 1999 is in the third quartile, or between the
50th and 75th percentiles, of all 10,000 random portfolios.
The Risk Ratio shows the annual out-of-sample standard
deviation ratio of the cloning portfolio to the target hedge
fund index. The next metric is the coefficient of variation,
R2, for the in-sample period. This value helps compare
these results with other published efforts that often evaluate
their tracking performance using this metric. As with the
others, the asterisks show the performance relative to the
10,000 randomly generated portfolios. The row entitled
Improvement simply indicates whether the in-sample solu-
tion has potential for improvement. A Yes (No) value indi-
cates that after 10 generations, the entire breeding
population consists (does not consist) solely of the assets
that generated the returns. A No value indicates that at least
one of the 100 in the breeding population is different than
the solution shown; however, the solution shown is the
most fit of all breeding candidate solutions. The Out-of-
Sample Summary section provides the entire 144-month
out-of-sample values for Rep-Tgt, Risk Ratio and Rho,
which is the correlation between hedge fund index target
and the cloning portfolio, along with their quartile measures
against the random portfolios. It also provides the
December 2010 end-of-period value for one dollar invested
in January 1999 in the cloning, or representative portfolio
($1 Rep), and the target hedge fund index ($1 Tgt). Due to
the apparently anomalous hedge fund index behaviour in
the 2000–2001 timeframe, we also provide the correlation
between January 2002 and December 2010 for reference
(RhoPost01).
5.2.2. Funds replicated with three methods. Either rep-
lication tool is effective for the Hedge Fund Index, Dedi-
cated Short Bias, Emerging Markets, Event Driven Risk
Arbitrage and the Long/Short Equity indexes from a return
distribution standpoint as seen in the K–S test, table 3. The
hybrid replication statistics shed further light on the replica-
tion relationship.
Visually, the cloning portfolio for the Hedge Fund Index
matches quite well after the early 2001 divergence (see
figure 2, Panel A). The results in table 4, Panel A support
this conclusion given the relatively similar returns (statisti-
cally insignificant difference of −20 basis points per
month), the Risk Ratio that is fairly close to 1 at 1.284, a
correlation of 0.712 that goes to 0.862 post-2001 and the
end-of-period proximity of $1 invested in the clone ($2.04)
to $1 invested in the hedge fund index ($2.59). Thus, the
genetic algorithm technique makes it possible for a retail
investor to create a portfolio that tracks the Hedge Fund
Index out-of-sample.
As for the Dedicated Short Bias index, the visual match
between the clone and target hedge fund returns is not as
striking as for the Hedge Fund Index (figure 2, Panel C).
Nevertheless, this table also shows the clone outperforms
the target—60 basis points per month and $1.25 end-of-
period vs. $0.54 in the target index—and maintains a
correlation of 0.697 across the out-of-sample period.
The Emerging Markets Index represents another closely
replicable series. The monthly match in figure 2, Panel D
shows monthly deviations occur primarily early and late in
the out-of-sample period, but the deviations are mainly
more extreme movements in the same direction as the target
(i.e. higher highs and lower lows). The differences net out
to make the mean monthly return of −20 basis points insig-
nificantly different than the target across the 144-month
out-of-sample period. And, while the risk level for the clone
†Results for the factor method (i.e. ωfactor = 1; ωdistribution = 0) and
moments method (i.e. ωfactor = 0; ωdistribution = 1) are available
upon request.
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is higher than for the target, the correlation value is also
high at 0.867 (0.844 post-2001).
The Event Driven Risk Arbitrage index tends to under-
perform the clone early, but outperforms it late, epitomized
by the extreme downturn in September 2008, leading to an
insignificant mean difference in monthly returns of −10
basis points. The out-of-sample correlation measures 0.567,
and the clone’s risk is higher than the index.
Finally, the Long/Short equity index cloning portfolio has
a statistically indifferent mean monthly return compared with
the index itself, and approximately the same amount of risk
with a Risk Ratio of 1.078. They move together closely with
an out-of-sample correlation of 0.855 (0.878 post-2001).
5.2.3. Funds replicated with two methods. The remain-
ing funds represent the sub-sample where the cloning
method matters when looking at the K–S results, table 3. In
none of these cases does the factors-only method form a
cloning portfolio with statistically equivalent returns as the
index target. These results indicate a moments-only fitness
function is most appropriate for the Equity Market Neutral
Index, Event Driven Multi-Strategy Index and Global
Macro Index.
The tremendous October 2008 drop in the Equity Market
Neutral Index makes visual assessment difficult (figure 2,
Panel E). It also explains the cloning portfolio’s substantial
outperformance in terms of mean monthly return (50 basis
points), the end-of-period dollar value ($3.18 for the clone
vs. $1.41 for the index) and risk (Risk Ratio of 0.170)
shown in table 4, Panel E.
Next, the Event Driven Multi-Strategy Index clone tracks
its target much better in-sample that out-of-sample in terms
of R2 values, possibly due to the flexibility imbedded in this
hedge fund strategy. The cloning portfolio’s early underper-
formance (see figure 2, Panel H) improves slightly for a
few years before underperforming again at the end of the
out-of-sample period. This performance ultimately leads to
a large mean difference in monthly returns (−60 basis
points) despite the relatively matched risk level (Risk
Ratio = 1.282) in table 4, Panel H. The correlations are
0.706 (0.733 post-2001).
The final index where a moments-only approach is
appropriate is the Global Macro Index. It is clear from
figure 2, Panel K that matching returns by month does not
occur nearly as well as for other indexes, and the low corre-
lations in table 4, Panel K re-affirm this idea. The mean
monthly return difference of −30 basis points is statistically
insignificant, even though the Risk Ratio is 1.718 and one
dollar invested in the clone leads to an end-of-period wealth
($2.37) that is lower than the hedge fund index ($3.61).
The lone index in which either a hybrid or moments-only
method appears to work well out-of-sample is the Event
Driven Distressed Index. Figure 2, Panel G shows the out-
of-sample monthly behaviour is quite similar between the
clone and the index post-2004, despite some noticeable
divergence in certain months early in the out-of-sample per-
iod (e.g. December 1999, November 2000 and January
2004). These early divergent results also come through in
table 4, Panel G, where the early out-of-sample years show
notable clone underperformance. Nevertheless, across the
whole out-of-sample period there remains an insignificant
−10 basis point difference between the clone and target
index, and the end-of-period dollar value is relatively close
at $2.83 ($3.19) for the clone index.
5.2.4. Funds replicated only with hybrid method. A
hybrid method that considers both the month-by-month
matching ability and the return distribution uniquely creates
effective cloning portfolios for the Event Driven Index,
Managed Futures Index and Multi-Strategy Index. Note that
this genetic algorithm implementation is the only explicit
method we are aware of that simultaneously and quantita-
tively considers both the factor-based and moments-based
approaches.
The clone portfolio for the Event Driven Index generally
follows the index itself month-to-month in figure 2, Panel
F; however, the notable underperformance late in the out-
of-sample period is evident and induces the insignificant
−30 basis point mean monthly difference in the clone and
index return series. The two series have similar risk with a
1.201 Risk Factor value.
Interestingly, the genetic algorithm is able to clone the
returns for the Managed Futures Index on a return distribu-
tion basis. Figure 2, Panel M shows weak month-to-month
tracking, a result confirmed by the very low out-of-sample
correlation of 0.157 in table 4, Panel M. Although the
genetic algorithm also had a relatively difficult time track-
ing this fund in-sample (i.e. low R2 values), overall the dif-
ference in mean monthly return (−10 basis points) is
insignificant, the Risk Ratio is 1.567 and the end-of-period
portfolio value of $1 is reasonably close at $1.71 for the
clone and $2.06 for the index.
Finally, the results in figure 2, Panel N show the clone’s
tracking of the Multi-Strategy Index improves over the out-
of-sample period, including during the extreme downturn in
late 2008 and the substantial recovery during the first half
of 2009. The clone for this index represents an instance
where it has less risk than the index (Risk Ratio of 0.866).
The out-of-sample difference of −20 basis points in mean
monthly return is insignificant, and the correlation between
the clone and index is 0.704 (0.832 post-2001).
5.2.5. Struggling replications. The genetic algorithm
replication method struggles the most with the Convertible
Arbitrage and Fixed Income Arbitrage strategies. The clon-
ing portfolios’ returns do not match those of the respective
hedge fund index. The Convertible Arbitrage clone perfor-
mance clearly lags during the difficult 2000 and 2009 mar-
kets (figure 2, Panel B) to the tune of 1.3 and 2.6% per
month, on average. The significant divergence in these two
years notwithstanding, the out-of-sample mean return differ-
ence (negative 20 basis points per month) is statistically
zero, and the correlation (0.710) is quite high. Both mea-
sures rate very well relative to random portfolio selection,
as expected. The Fixed Income replicating portfolio differs
in the other direction—it significantly outperforms the
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hedge fund index across the out-of-sample period in mean
monthly return at positive 10 basis points (table 4, Panel J).
Due to its tremendous volatility in both 2000 and 2009,
overall it is riskier than both the target hedge fund and the
majority of the 10,000 random portfolios. Despite these dif-
ferences, the out-of-sample correlation between the index
and cloning portfolio remains respectable at 0.603.
6. Conclusion
This paper uses a genetic algorithm that sorts through 4509
investable stocks, bonds and mutual funds to replicate
hedge fund returns. The genetic algorithm in this paper per-
mits a hybrid approach that values performance replication
on a month-to-month basis as well in terms of matching the
return distribution, synthesizing and combining two meth-
ods that prior research has implemented independently. We
find that implementing such a hybrid approach leads to
effective out-of-sample cloning, which neither the factor nor
moments methods in isolation could replicate from a statis-
tical standpoint. While its solutions are not perfect, they
match up quite well, providing a novel starting point for
practitioners and academics alike.
Clearly, the application of the genetic algorithm in this
paper is but one drop in an ocean of possibilities. We rec-
ognize this paper demonstrates just one application of a
very flexible genetic algorithm technique. We leave the sen-
sitivity analysis and methodological modifications to future
efforts. Suffice it to say these possibilities include but are
not limited to: changing the in-sample period, altering the
fitness function, enlarging the portfolio, growing the candi-
date solution population, enlarging the breeding population,
changing the mutation process, adding additional constraints
(e.g. no short-selling) or changing the assets under consider-
ation. Further, this method can also be used to identify
managers whose returns cannot be replicated.
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Appendix A
Genetic Algorithm Process
This figure summarizes the iterative Genetic Algorithm
(GA) process to generate hedge fund index tracking portfo-
lios. Panel A shows an example of the set-up of the initial
candidate population. Panel B shows the initial candidate
population ranked according to fitness. The top fit candi-
dates are called the breeding population. Panel C shows an
example of pairing using a gene crossover. Candidate 1000
and 2 constitute the first pairing based on their best fitness.
They produce two offspring or alternative solutions by the
process of crossover. With a crossover of 2, Ret(i) and Ret
(j) from candidate 1000 and 2 are swapped while the
remaining three assets remain the same.
Panel A: Initial population
Initial population
Assets included in the candidate solution
Candidate solution # Ret (i) Ret (j) Ret (k) Ret (l) Ret (m) Fitness score
1 1 7 25 36 41 1.02
2 23 9 7 29 31 0.8
3 7 3 2 19 15 2
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
721 22 15 14 9 38 1.05
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
1000 2 6 28 7 11 0.25
Panel B: Initial population re-ordered by fitness level
Assets included in the candidate solution
Candidate solution # Ret (i) Ret (j) Ret (k) Ret (l) Ret (m) Fitness score
1000 2 6 28 7 11 0.25
2 23 9 7 29 31 0.8
1 1 7 25 36 41 1.02
721 22 15 14 9 38 1.05
3 7 3 2 19 15 2
* * * * * * *
Panel C: Example of pairing using gene crossover
Assets included in the candidate solution
Candidate solution # Ret (i) Ret (j) Ret (k) Ret (l) Ret (m) Fitness score
1000 2 6 28 7 11 0.25
2 23 9 7 29 31 0.8
Offspring 1 23 9 28 7 11
Offspring 2 2 6 7 29 31
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